Be Glorified

MO Horns Series

arr. Steve Kellner

(Verse (Tacet 1x))

(mp)

(Last X to 0) Play all times

(mf)

1, 3. To verse or bridge

Flute ad lib

D.C. 4 or BRIDGE

2. To chorus

(Bridge)

(2x repeat to chorus)

(CODA)

fine
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Alto Saxophone

Be Glorified

MO Horns Series

arr. Steve Kellner

Verse (Tacet 1x)

1. To chorus

Play all times

1, 3. To verse or bridge

Flute ad lib

2. To chorus

Bridge

f

2x repeat to chorus
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Tenor Saxophone

Be Glorified
MO Horns Series

Verse (Tacet 1x)

Last X to \( \Theta \) Play all times

1, 3. To verse or bridge

2. To chorus

Bridge

2x repeat to chorus \( \Theta \) CODA

fine
Be Glorified

MO Horns Series

arr. Steve Kellner

Verse (Tacet 1x)

Last X to

Play all times

1, 3. To verse or bridge

D.C. or BRIDGE

Flute ad lib 4

2. To chorus

Bridge

f

2x repeat to chorus

CODA

fine
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